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Three-dimensional (3D) culture systems can mimic certain aspects of the cellular microenvironment
found in vivo, but generation, analysis and imaging of current model systems for 3D cellular constructs
and tissues remain challenging. This work demonstrates a 3D culture systemeCells-in-Gels-in-Mesh
(CiGiM)ethat uses stacked sheets of polymer-based mesh to support cells embedded in gels to form
tissue-like constructs; the stacked sheets can be disassembled by peeling the sheets apart to analyze
cultured cellsdlayer-by-layerdwithin the construct. The mesh sheets leave openings large enough for
light to pass through with minimal scattering, and thus allowing multiple options for analysisd(i) using
straightforward analysis by optical light microscopy, (ii) by high-resolution analysis with fluorescence
microscopy, or (iii) with a fluorescence gel scanner. The sheets can be patterned into separate zones with
paraffin film-based decals, in order to conduct multiple experiments in parallel; the paraffin-based decal
films also block lateral diffusion of oxygen effectively. CiGiM simplifies the generation and analysis of 3D
culture without compromising throughput, and quality of the data collected: it is especially useful in
experiments that require control of oxygen levels, and isolation of adjacent wells in a multi-zone format.

� 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The field of tissue engineering has two major motivations: (i) to
grow cells in constructs for replacement of organs, and (ii) to create
experimental models of tissues (and, ultimately of organs and an-
imals) for in vitro studies (e.g., in drug development, toxicology,
pharmacokinetics, and radiation biology) that replace more
expensive and more complex in vivomodels [1]. 3D-culture models
(organ slices [2], cellular spheroids [3e5], cells seeded or
embedded in extracellular matrix (ECM) [6], cells grown in decel-
lularized tissue scaffolds, artificial skin, microcarrier cultures [7])d
with appropriate designdcan mimic certain aspects of the native
microenvironment of cells that can be difficult, if not impossible, to
mimic in conventional 2D-culture systems [8]. These 2D-cultures
lack a number of essential features required to mimic 3D tissues: i)
3D cell-cell and cell-ECM contacts that affect differentiation of
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cells; ii) 3D structural features that determine the mass transport-
limited rates of molecules (e.g., oxygen, glucose, and carbon diox-
ide) crucial to the metabolism and viability of cells; iii) 3D stromal
tissues that support epithelial cells; (iv) 3D stratification of cells
that enables co-culture and interaction of heterogeneous pop-
ulations of cells; and (v) 3D mechanical stress that regulates
behavior of cells in tissues (e.g., bone formation, wound healing,
etc) [9e11].

In most tissues, cells are within a distance of 100e200 mm from
a blood vessel, and receive sufficient oxygen and glucose by passive
diffusion from capillaries to maintain their metabolism [12,13].
Beyond this distance, cells receive amounts of nutrients and mol-
ecules (oxygen in particular) that are too limited to allow normal,
dioxygen-based metabolism [14,15] and gene expression [16] that
influence or determine progression of disease [16,17]. Cancer cells
that populate the hypoxic (and often necrotic) central regions of the
solid tumors, for example, exhibit stem cell-like properties, and
resist both chemotherapy and radiotherapy [18].

Although current 3D cell culture systems allow monitoring of
cellular response to different cues (for example, drugs, hormones,
signaling molecules, nutrients and toxins, either in uniform concen-
trations or distributed in gradients in space and time); challenges in
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sample handling [1] and imaging [19] hinder the wide-spread use of
these 3D-culture systems. Biological samples with moderate thick-
ness, including cells cultured in 3D (<1 mm thick) are commonly
imaged using confocal microscopy [20]. Imaging by confocal micro-
scopy, however, can be challenging because of limitations in optical
depth of penetration, and photobleaching of dyes [19,20]. Techniques
that eithermodify the optics of themicroscope (e.g., two-photon and
multi-photonmicroscopy) [21e24], or acquire images of the samples
from multiple angles (e.g., optical coherence (OCT) [25] and optical
projection tomography (OPT)) [26], havebeendeveloped toovercome
these limitations. These techniques, although successful in increasing
the penetration depth of light into the samples, often sacrifice depth
of field for resolution. Single (or selective) plane illumination micro-
scopy (SPIM), which combines optical sectioning and tomography
with confocal imaging, allows imaging of large samples at high res-
olutions andwithminimal photobleaching [27]; but sample handling
can be difficult, particularly with respect to the spatial control of the
components within the thickness of 3D-culture models. Deisseroth
and co-workers introduced apreparative technique called CLARITY to
transform intact tissues into optically-transparent and molecularly-
permeable constructs while preserving the native structure of these
tissues. This method permits visualization of neurites over long dis-
tances and provide information on the topological morphology of
traced neuronsdinformation which is lost if specimens of the brain
were sectioned mechanically [28].

Recently, we demonstrated that growing mammalian cells in
thin (100e200 mm) slabs of paper-reinforced gel (“Cells-in-Gels-
in-Paper” or CiGiP), provided an experimentally simple approach
with which to conduct in vitro 3D cell culture [29]. Hydrophobic
patterns of wax were printed in arrays across the full thickness of
cellulose paper to generate 96 hydrophilic zones that confined
cells in circular slabs of ECM-based gels in the paper [30]. By
stacking and de-stacking (e.g., peeling apart) sheets of cells
embedded in hydrogels, CiGiP provided a simple approach for
handling and analyzing cell cultures in 3D without requiring
specialized equipment (most analysis can be done using a fluo-
rescent gel scanner). The ease of separating stacked sheets of
paper is in sharp contrast to the other methods required for
analysis in other 3D cultures: microtomes, multi-photon micro-
scopes, optical coherence tomography systems [20,31], and laser-
capture microdissection systems [32].

Although CiGiP simplifies handling and analysis of the cultured
cells, the cellulose fibers that constitute paper scatter light (Fig. S-
1) and prevent high-resolution imaging of cells using an optical
microscope. Many high-resolution techniques used routinely to
analyze 2D cell cultures e for example, labeling with colorimetric
stains to distinguish intracellular composition and structure, and
observing cellular morphology through optical microscopy [20] e
therefore cannot be applied directly to CiGiP cultures. Another
limitation of CiGiP cultures, as described by Derda et al. [30], is
that the wax-printed barriers allow dioxygen (O2), and we pre-
sume, other molecules (certainly CO2, hydrophobic drugs (e.g.,
calcein-AM, mitomycin C) and perhaps water-soluble molecules
such as glucose) to diffuse laterally within the plane of the sheet
from the sides of the stacked 3D constructs. The diffusion of ox-
ygen from the sides allowed cells to survive along the rims of the
cell culture zones, even in layers that should, in principle, be
severely depleted of oxygen [30].

Here we describe a modification of CiGiPe “Cells-in-Gels-in-
Mesh” or (CiGiM) e for generating 3D tissue models in which we
replace the paper in CiGiP with an open polymer mesh as a
scaffold to support cells embedded in ECM-based gels. Openings
in the mesh (Fig. S-1B) allow unimpeded observation of cells by
light microscopy, and high-resolution imaging by confocal
microscopy.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

Reagents and chemicals were obtained from Invitrogen unless otherwise indi-
cated. MDA-MB-231 cells, Eagle’s Minimum Essential Medium (EMEM), and trypan
blue were purchased from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC). Glutamax�
and penicillin-streptomycin solution were obtained from Gibco. Polybrene was ac-
quired from Sigma. Parafilm� was purchased from VWR, and poly-
ethylene(terephthalate) (PET) mesh was purchased from McMaster-Carr.
Paraformaldehyde was from Electron Microscopy Sciences.

2.2. Cell culture and transduction

We cultured MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells as recommended by ATCC in
Eagle’s Minimum Essential Medium (EMEM) at pH 7.2 with fetal bovine serum (10%
(v/v)), 1% Glutamax� (1% (v/v)), and penicillin-streptavidin (1% (v/v)). We main-
tained cells as adherent cultures in vented tissue culture flasks at 37 �C and 5% CO2.
To express green fluorescence protein, the cells were transducted by lentivirus (GFP)
in the presence of 5 mg/mL polybrene as described previously by Mammoto et al.
[33].

2.3. Preparation of multi-zone PET-based mesh sheets

2.3.1. Fabrication of multi-zone mesh sheet
PET-based mesh sheets were placed on a glass plate inside a SPI Plasma Prep II

Chamber (Structure Probe Inc., West Chester, PA). We exposed the mesh to air
plasma (100 W, w1500 mTorr) for 30 min on each side. We created the desired
pattern in the Parafilm� by pressing a custom-made steel-rule die (Apple Steel Rule
Die. Co., Milwaukee, WI) against the filmwith a pneumatic press (Tippmann Clicker
1500). Adobe Illustrator CS4 files of the design of the steel-rule die are available by
request. We sandwiched the Parafilm� decal and mesh between two aluminum
plates. Using a hydraulic press with a heated platen (55 �C), we pressed the
aluminum plates with sufficient pressure (w5000 psi) for no more than 20 s
(Fig. 1A). Upon releasing the pressure from the hydraulic press, we retrieved the
multi-zone mesh with Parafilm� barriers generated by forcing the decal into the
mesh.

2.3.2. Sterilization of the mesh
We immersed the multi-zone mesh sheets in ethanol (200 proof) for 1 h. Mesh

sheets were then air-dried and exposed to UV light inside a laminar flow hood for
another hour. Air-dried samples were stored in a dry Petri dish, sealed with a strip of
stretched Parafilm�.

2.4. Fabrication of multi-zone paper-based supports

Multi-zone paper-based supports were prepared as described by Derda et al.
[30]. In brief, multi-zone designs were drawn in Illustrator CS4 (Adobe) and printed
to a sheet of Whatman #114 paper (20 cm � 20 cm) by a wax printer (Phaser
8560DN, Xerox). We baked the wax-printed paper in an oven (150 �C, 2 min) to melt
and allow wax to penetrate through the thickness of the paper. The wax-printed
paper was cut to multi-zone plates using a laser cutter (Versa Laser-Universal
Laser VL-300). We immersed the baked multi-zone paper in ethanol for 1 h to
remove the residual wax. The paper was incubated with a fresh solution of ethanol
for an additional hour, and air-dried in a laminar flow hood with UV light for 1 h for
sterilization.

2.5. Seeding of cells onto multi-zone mesh sheets and multi-zone paper-based
supports

Wedetached the cells from the tissue culture flasks by incubating in a solution of
trypsin-EDTA for 5 min and washing in culture media. We resuspended the cells in
Matrigel (BD) at a concentration of 4 � 107 cells/mL Matrigel, or diluted them to
obtain the desired concentrations to prepare the calibration curve. For all suspen-
sions, we used Matrigel as received without further dilution. While holding the
multi-zone mesh with tweezers, we applied the suspension on the hydrophillized
zones of themesh using a micropipette. Using the tip of the micropipette, we spread
the suspension on the zone to allowcomplete permeation of themesh in the zone by
the cells in Matrigel. Unless noted otherwise, we applied 3 mL of the 4 � 107 cells/mL
Matrigel suspension on each zone. Based on this volume and concentration, the
initial seeding density in each zone was 1.2 � 105 cells/zone. After seeding, we
placed themesh in a Petri dish containingmedium that was pre-warmed to 37 �C. To
allow the Matrigel to gel completely, we incubated the multi-zone mesh, or paper
containing suspensions of cells, in Matrigel for at least 12 h, prior to stacking.

2.6. Culture of stacked CiGiM

To keep the sheets in conformal contact and submerged in culture medium, we
sandwiched layers of paper or mesh containing cells embedded in Matrigel in a



Fig. 1. (A) Schematic representation of the decal-transfer method used to pattern
hydrophobic paraffin films onto PET-based mesh sheets. (B) General scheme for the
seeding of hydrogel-suspended cells on multi-zone supports. Unless stated otherwise,
the patterned sheets used in the experiments have a thickness of 180 mm. (C) Images of
multi-zone PET-based mesh sheets with paraffin decal-transferred barriers and multi-
zone paper with wax-printed barriers. Micrographs show the interface of the zone and
the hydrophobic barriers of multi-zone paper and mesh.
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poly(acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS)-based holder, or in between two metal
plates (Fig. S-3). These holders were custom-made with holes corresponding to the
positions and diameters of the zones of the multi-zone mesh. The plates were also
equipped with four threaded holes that fit screws to guide the alignment and
fastening of the sheets during stacking. Using these holders, we stacked and secured
the sheets in place with the screws and the appropriate nuts until they were finger-
tight. We placed the stacked cultures in a Petri dish containing culture media. Each
stack was cultured for 9 days and media was changed every 2 days.

2.7. Analysis of cell viability and imaging

To evaluate viability, we disassembled the holders and peeled the layers apart
with tweezers. The separated layers were washed briefly with warm (37 �C) Hank’s
Balanced Saline Solution (HBSS) for 5 min, stained with calcein (4 mg/mL) in HBSS for
20 min at 37 �C and washed twice with HBSS (20 �C) before scanning for the in-
tensity of calcein. We used Typhoon FLA 9000 gel scanner, set at a resolution of
50 mmand a photomultiplier tube (PMT) setting of 300 V to image for the intensity of
calcein. The intensities of the zones were quantified using ImageJ. The number of
cells in each zone was calculated using a calibration curve prepared by measuring
the intensity of calcein staining in known number of cells (Fig. S-6A).

To label dead cells, we incubated the layers of the constructs in trypan blue
(ATCC, 0.2% in PBS (1�), pH 7.2) for 10 min. After washing the stained solutions in
PBS (twice for 5 min), we viewed each layer under an inverted light microscope.

Layers to be examined by confocal fluorescence microscopy were washed in PBS
and fixed in 4% aqueous paraformaldehyde (PFA) overnight, washed twice with PBS,
incubated in DAPI (30 nM in PBS) for an hour, and washed twice with PBS to remove
excess dye before microscopy. We viewed the cells in the zones of each layer using a
Zeiss LSM710 confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss Microscopy, LLC, Thornwood, NY).

3. Results and discussions

Building on our previous work on paper-based cell culture, we
start with the premise that our 3D mesh-sheet based cultures
should be designed with five features: (i) The multi-zone mesh
sheets should consist of two distinct regions: hydrophilic zones
that allow seeding of cells embedded in ECM (i.e., Matrigel), and
hydrophobic barriers that confine the seeded cells within the
boundaries of the hydrophilic zone. (ii) The cell-culture platform
should consist of materials (e.g., mesh fibers, hydrogels, and hy-
drophobic barriers) that are all non-toxic to cells. (iii) The film and
polymer-based mesh should consist of materials which withstand
chemical, thermal, or UV sterilization procedures. (iv) The polymer-
based mesh sheets should consist of a material which is either
hydrophilic or can be made hydrophilic to facilitate spreading and
wicking of liquid ECM through the thickness of the mesh. (v) The
mesh sheet should be of a total thickness that does not limit the
mass transport of O2 and other nutrient molecules (e.g., glucose), or
waste products (e.g., CO2, or lactate), within a single sheet, at a
typical seeded cell concentration (<200 mm for w100,000 cells/mL)
[34].

3.1. Materials for creating multi-zone mesh

We chose mesh because it has the properties of paperdit is
stackable and wettabledwhich are attractive as a supporting
scaffold for multi-layered 3D cultures. Unlike paper, mesh has
openings large enough for microscopy without scattering of light.

We seeded and gelled suspensions of MDA-MB-231 cells in
Matrigel on several commercially available mesh
sheetsdpoly(propylene), Nylon, PEEK, and poly(ethylene tere-
phthalate) (PET)dto identify materials that would hold the
Matrigel most stably. Among the various mesh materials we tested,
PET and PEEK provided the best performance in their ability to
support the gel-suspended cells. We found that gels supported on
other mesh materials tended to fall off from the mesh during cul-
ture (Fig. S-2). Althoughwe infer that adhesion between the surface
of themesh and the gel is important, it is unclear why PETand PEEK
proved superior to other polymers for supporting hydrogels; we
speculate that the aromatic groups of these materials oxidized on
exposure to the plasma that was used to render the surface
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wettable, to give a greater density of polar groups. Although both
PET and PEEK supported the gels stably; PET is significantly less
expensive than PEEK, and therefore we chose it as the mesh ma-
terial for all of the experiments described in this paper. We used a
PET mesh that is commercially available at a thickness comparable
to Whatman #114 chromatography paper (w180 mm), which we
used previously for CiGiP [30]. The PET-based mesh also had
openings with diameters (250 mm) large enough to visualize the
cells through a microscope. We did not optimize the ratio of the
dimensions of the opening of the mesh and the fiber diameters in
this work.

We chose Parafilm� as the hydrophobic film with which to
fabricate the barriers on the mesh. Parafilm� (a film composed of
approximately 50/50 paraffin wax and polyolefin) is inexpensive,
has a thickness of less than 200 mm (w127 mm), and can be heated
and solidified reversibly without changing its chemical and bulk
properties [35]; these characteristics make it a suitable material to
serve as a hydrophobic barrier. Its fabrication into decals to make
“zones” is straightforward.

3.2. Hydrophilization of PET-based mesh sheets

Spreading aqueous hydrogels on unmodified polymeric meshes
proved difficult. Instead of spreading and forming films that
spanned the voids of the mesh, the liquid ECM beaded on native
polymer fibers and formed drops, an observation that we attribute
to the hydrophobicity (e.g., high contact angle of the aqueous so-
lution of the gel) of the native polymers. We overcome this limi-
tation by rendering our meshes hydrophilic.

We measured the apparent contact angle of water on the mesh
sheets (the droplets were large enough that they rested both on the
fibers and on air in the voids of the mesh, and hence we do not
measure the equilibrium contact angle of the polymer) before and
after hydrophilization using a modified Sessile-Drop Technique
[36,37]. The full details of themeasurement procedure are provided
in the Supplemental Information. Of the threemethods we testede

treatment with air plasma, base hydrolysis, or acid hydrolysis e

treatment with air-plasma reduced the apparent contact angle of
water on the polymeric material the mostdfrom 113 � 3 to 23 � 3
(See Table S-1 for contact angles). Plasma treatment also required
the shortest treatment time (approximately 60 min to air plasma).

3.3. Fabrication of multi-zone mesh sheets

Fig. 1A shows the two-step decal-transfer process we employed
to create multi-zone mesh sheets. This process combines (i) steel-
rule die cutting and (ii) hot pressing. First, we fabricated hydro-
phobic decals by pressing a custom-made steel-rule die against
sheets of Parafilm�. The steel-rule die was designed to punch out a
square array of 25 circular zones (5 � 5) with a diameter of about
6mm in the Parafilm�. The zones have diameters that are similar to
those of the wells in standard 96-well plates, but we used a smaller,
25-well design, to minimize the use of media and reagents. Second,
we hot-pressed the Parafilm� decals onto PET meshes treated with
air plasma in between two aluminum plates heated to 55 �C
(Fig. 1A). The Parafilm� melted and filled the voids of the mesh to
form a solid barrier extending across the full thickness of the mesh.

We attempted to pattern sheets of paper by embossing Paraf-
ilm� decals; we found that the paraffin failed to penetrate the full
thickness of the paper. In the mesh, voids are shaped regularly and
span the thickness of the sheet; this geometry allows the molten
paraffin to penetrate the voids efficiently. In paper, the structure of
the voids is non-uniform and irregularly oriented in space, and it is
thus difficult for the molten paraffin decals to block the voids
effectively. To render uniform hydrophobic barriers, as described
previously, we printed the sheets of paper with hydrophobic wax,
and then baked these sheets of paper to allow the wax to permeate
the entire thickness of the paper [30].

We sterilized the multi-zone mesh sheets by immersing the
sheets in ethanol for an hour, and then exposing the sheets to UV
light for 24 h. Although it was possible to autoclave the multi-zone
sheets using the “liquid setting” (i.e., autoclave the sheets while
immersed in water), soaking each sheet in separate containers was
necessary to prevent the mesh sheets from sticking together (Par-
afilm� barriers stick together whenmolten); thus made the process
of sterilization time-consuming.

3.4. Generation of 3D cultures on the zones of patterned sheets of
mesh and paper

Fig. 1B describes the generation of multi-zone CiGiM and CiGiP.
We constructed 3D cultures of cells using single sheets of themulti-
zonemesh and paper by spotting suspensions of MDA-MB-231-GFP
cells in cold, liquid Matrigel (4 �C) onto the zones of the mesh or
paper. The Matrigel transforms from a liquid to a gel inside the
mesh or paper when immersed in warm culture media (37 �C)
[29,30]. We cultured the sheets as single layers (SL), or stacked
multiple sheets in a custom-built holder to generate thicker con-
structs (Fig. S-3); holders were either fabricated using 3D-printing
(ABS-based holders) or machined (stainless steel plates). Although
liquid Matrigel gels rapidly when heated to temperatures that
range from 22 �C to 35 �C [38], out of an abundance of caution, we
waited for at least 12 h before stacking to ensure that the Matrigel
had gelled completely.

3.5. Comparison of the characteristics of multi-zone mesh sheets
and paper

Fig. 1C shows representative photographs of the multi-zone
mesh and paper. Fibers of the mesh sheets are arranged and
spaced regularly; openings in the mesh span the thickness of the
layer. Paper appears opaque, with the cellulose fibers providing no
voids large enough to span the thickness of the sheet. Micrographs
show noticeable differences in the structure of thewax-printed and
decal-transferred barriers (Fig. 1C, inset). Paraffin decals filled the
voids within the mesh, whereas the printed wax only coated the
fibers of the paper, with open pores in the hydrophobic region
visible from the filtering of light through the wax-coated fibers. We
thus hypothesized that decal-transferred Parafilm� barriers would
block the lateral diffusion of molecules (including oxygen) in the
plane of the film more effectively than wax-printed barriers, since
there were fewer apparent macroscopic pores in the hydrophobic
regions.

3.6. Visualization of cells-in-gels with optical microscopy

We spotted suspensions with different concentrations of MDA-
MB-231-GFP cells (6 � 104 cells/zonee30 � 104 cells/zone) into
zones of paper and mesh. The increase in the number of these
MDA-MB-231 cells can be distinguished clearly by the bright-field
images of the zones of the mesh. In contrast, all bright-field images
of the zones of paper that contained cells-in-gels showed only
networks of cellulose fibers (Fig. 2). These results illustrate one of
the advantages of using mesh as a support for 3D cultures: it is
possible to observe both the density and the morphology of the
non-labeled cultured cells using an optical microscope.

Since differences in the density of cells cultured on the paper
sheets were indistinguishable with bright-field microcopy, we
stained the zones of multi-zone mesh and paper with calcein, and
acquired images with a fluorescence gel scanner. Intensities of the



Fig. 2. Qualitative comparison of optical micrographs: image resolution of CiGiM and
CiGiP for different concentrations of MDA-MB-231 cells. Cells were seeded in Matrigel
and cultured for 12 h to form stable cell-laden, gelled layers in the mesh. The dark
“borders” are the PET threads that support the cell-laden gels. Scheme showing that
Matrigel and cells form a continuous sheet through openings and threads of the PET-
based mesh.
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zones increased linearly with increasing concentrations (Fig. S-4C)
of cells for both mesh and paperdan observation consistent with
our previous work on multi-layered 3D cell culture supported on
sheets of chromatography paper [30]. Thus, cells-in-gels cultured
on paper and mesh can both be analyzed using a fluorescence
scanner; the ease of use, and ready availability of scanners,
provided a means of comparing the two patterning methods (i.e.,
wax printing of chromatography paper, and decal transfer of Par-
afilm� onto mesh) directly in their ability to block O2.

3.7. Distribution of viable cells within stacks of multi-zone mesh
and paper

To identify the patterning method that blocks the lateral diffu-
sion of oxygen more effectively, we assembled, in paralleldtwo
stacksd(i) nine layers of multi-zone mesh sheets, and (ii) nine
layers of multi-zone paper, both containing suspensions of MDA-
MB-231-GFP cells in Matrigel. For convenience, we refer to these
layers as L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6, L7, L8, and L9, where L1 is the topmost
layer, and is in contact with the medium. Stacking these sheets on
top of a sheet of cellulose acetate (L9 is in contact with this sheet)
allowed us to generate multi-layered 3D cultures. The oxygen-
impermeable cellulose acetate sheet blocked access of O2 from
the bottom of the stack. In the stack of multi-zone sheets of paper, a
sheet of perforated cellulose acetate, with perforations alignedwith
the zones containing the cells, limited the diffusion of media and
gases to the hydrophobic regions of the topmost layer of the stack
(Fig. 3A). Following established protocols from CiGiP [30], we also
placed a sheet of perforated cellulose acetate on top of the stack of
multi-zone sheets of mesh. We expect the concentration of O2 to
decrease monotonically from the top (i.e., in L1) to the bottom (i.e.,
L9) of the stack (Fig. 3A) [29,30]. To estimate the gradient of oxygen
due to the presence of cells within this stacked configuration, we
created a 3D finite element model (Figs. S-9 and S-10) using the
simulation software Comsol Multiphysics 4.3. Our simulations
show that the concentration of oxygen in the stack drops from
0.2 mM at the top of the stack, to <0.001 mM at a depth of
w1.39 mm. In addition to oxygen, a gradient of growth factors and
other nutrients (e.g., glucose) can form, and hence possibly influ-
ence cellular response (i.e., migration, metabolism, death). The
stacks were held together with custom-built (using 3D printing,
dimensions and fabrication method described in detail in the
Supporting Information), rigid polymeric holders fabricated from
poly(acrylonitrile butadiene styrene) (ABS) (Fig. S-3A).

After nine days of culture, we disassembled the stacks by dis-
assembling the holder, peeling the layers apart, incubating each
layer in a solution of calcein-AM, and acquired fluorescence (calcein
generated from the hydrolysis of calcein-AMda reaction that is
catalyzed by intracellular esterases of viable cells) [39] images of
each layer with a fluorescence gel scanner. We found that for both
systems (paper and mesh), the intensity of calcein in the zones
decreasedmonotonically from L1 to L9 (Fig. 3C, D). These results are
consistent with our earlier work, in which cell viability decreased
from the top to the bottom of the stack [29,30].

In layers where O2 was more limited than in L1 (i.e., L2 to L9),
the distribution of calcein intensities within individual zones was
heterogeneous in paper, but relatively homogeneous in mesh
(Fig. 3C). In paper, calcein intensities were higher around the rims
than the cores of the zones (imaged as dark rings); in mesh, the
intensities were uniform within individual zones. We interpret the
formation of rings of live cells as the result of cells migrating to the
edges of the zones to regions of higher relative oxygen concentra-
tions within the lateral confines of a single sheet [29,30]. To
compare the distribution of the florescence intensity within the
zones, we obtained a line profile of calcein fluorescence intensities
across the diameter of representative zones, and generated in-
tensity plots for mesh and paper. The intensity plots confirmed
concentration of cells (shown as two “peaks”) at the edge of the
zones of paper; these peaks were absent in the zones of mesh
(Fig. 3E). This difference confirmed that completely filling the voids
of the mesh reduced the lateral diffusion of O2 sufficiently that it



Fig. 3. (A) Scheme summarizing the stacking of multi-zone sheets of CiGiM and CiGiP to generate 3D cell cultures with collective millimeter-scale thicknesses (9 layers � 180 mm
thick/layer ¼ 1.6 mm thick). We spotted 120,000 cells into each of the central nine zones of each layer. The generated stack was cultured for 9 days before de-stacking and analysis. A
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prevented the formation of rings consisting of live cells at the rim of
the zones.

3.8. Colorimetric staining and imaging using light microscopy

Since using mesh as a support allowed viewing of the cultured
cells with light microscopy, it was also possible to use colorimetric
histological stains to assess cell death. We found that the uptake of
the dye in the cells increased from L1 to L9 (Fig. S-5A), when the cells
were stained with trypan blue (this dye only permeates the mem-
branes of dead cells) [40]. These results confirmed that cell death
increased in deeper layers that received less O2, and is consistent
% decrease ¼ ðnumber of viable cells in L1 � number of viable cells in LNÞ � 100
number of viable cells in L1

(1)
with the results obtained from staining with calcein (Fig. 3C, D). In
the multi-zone paper, trypan blue stained both the cells and the fi-
bers (Fig. S-5A), and hence correlating fluorescence and colorimetric
staining for cells in paper was not possible. These results show that
the use of mesh as a support for 3D cultures, made it possible to
evaluate the viability of cells in 3D using simple equipment and re-
agents, such as optical microscopes and colorimetric stains.
3.9. Reduction of O2 diffusion in stacked CiGiM cultures and
confocal fluorescence imaging

Despite the fact that CiGiM eliminated the ‘rings of live cells’
observedwith CiGIP, measurements of intensity indicated that cells
in L9 did not die completely in stacks of either mesh or paper
(Fig. S-3A); we hypothesized that the pores in the 3D-printed ABS
holders might have allowed small amounts of oxygen to diffuse into
the cultures. We further optimized the culture conditions in the
next sets of experiments. To reduce oxygen diffusion into the
stacked culture, we replaced our ABS holders with machined
stainless steel plates as holders to bring the layers of the mesh into
conformal contact. We also wrapped the periphery of the stack
with a strip of Parafilm� (Fig. S-3B).

After nine days of culture, we de-stacked the layers, stainedwith
calcein, and scanned the layers with a fluorescence scanner as
described previously. We then fixed the cells with para-
formaldehyde (PFA, 4% by volume in phosphate buffered saline,
PBS) to preserve the cell’s ultrastructure. Using standard protocols,
we stained the cells in the sheets with fluorescent stain, 40, 6-
diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) to visualize nuclei. Fig. 4A and B
show confocal fluorescence images of cells cultured onmesh-based
supports. Green fluorescence allowed visualization of the
morphology of the cells that expressed GFP, while blue fluorescence
from DAPI labeled the nuclei of all cells. The intensity of GFP in the
cells decreased continuously from L1 to L7, and became undetect-
able in L8 and L9 (Fig. 4A, Fig. S5-B). These results were consistent
with results from staining with calcein (Fig. 3C) and optical mi-
croscopy (Fig. S5-A). Since GFP has a half-life anywhere between 10
single layer (SL) containing the same number of cells in each zone was also cultured in p
fluorescent calcein by esterases present in viable cells. (C) Scanned images of the zones aft
represent the fluorescence of calcein generated from the hydrolysis of calcein-AM by the in
mesh and paper. Intensity values from each zone were subtracted by the background intensit
Line scans show the distribution of the calcein intensity across the diameter of the zones of L
The horizontal bars (8 mm) represent the areas measured to generate the line scans in (E)
and 26 h post-cell death [41], this protein is likely degraded
completely in cells that have been dead for more than 24 h prior to
fixing. This degradation explains the decrease in GFP fluorescence
in deeper layers of the stack.

The morphology of the cells transitioned from spindle-shaped
in the upper layers to round in the lower layers; this change in
shape further suggests that the cells in the upper layers were
predominantly alive, while cells in the lower layers were mostly
dead. Using a calibration curve (Fig. S-6A), we quantified the
number of viable cells from the fluorescence signal of calcein
(Fig. 4C), and found that the number of viable cells decreased by
up to 96% Eq. (1).
This result confirmed that non-porous materials, (here, the
stainless steel plates and a strip of Parafilm� at the edge of the
stack), provided uniform pressure, kept the stack of mesh sheets
intact, eliminated diffusion of oxygen to the cells from the edge of
the stack, and achieved virtually complete cell death at the bottom
layers. Although our results are highly suggestive that the cells died
due to lack of oxygen in the lower layers of the construct, we cannot
exclude the possibility that growth factors or other nutrients may
be additional limiting factors.

The morphology of the cells cultured in 3D can be imaged using
a confocal fluorescence microscope at resolutions higher than that
obtainable with a light microscope. For example, we have visual-
ized the arrangement of F-actin filaments in 3D cultures of MDA-
MB-231 breast cancer cells within a PET mesh sheet (Fig. S-11).

3.10. Factors that can deplete oxygen in the lower layers of CiGiM
cultures

Having established that CiGiM was able to produce one-
dimensional gradients in oxygen, and presumably, of other nutri-
ents such as glucose throughout the thickness of the construct, we
proceeded to analyze the distribution of cells cultured in CiGiM.
The number of viable cells continuously decreased from L1 to L9. In
L1, the number of cells exceeded the initial seeding density by five-
fold, while in L2 the number of cells remained roughly similar to the
initial seeding density. In lower layers, the number of viable cells
after nine days of culture was below the number of cells seeded
initially. In a given mesh layer, the number of cells can increase due
to the proliferation of the cells, or migration of cells into the layer
from other layers, and can decrease due to cell death, or migration
of cells from the layer into other layers (Fig. 4C).

Clearly, cells in deeper layers of the stack, depleted of nutrients,
died or migrated to upper layers. The depletion in nutrients could
be due to two potential, and possibly coupled, reasons: (i) the cells
on the topmost layer consumedmost of the O2, and (ii) the Matrigel
and mesh were barriers to the diffusion of oxygen from the
nutrient-rich media and thus the cells received decreasing fluxes of
arallel as a control. (B) Scheme for the conversion of non-fluorescent calcein-AM to
er disassembly of the stacked cultures of MDA-MB-231 cells. The grayscale intensities
tercellular esterase of viable cells. (D) Graph depicting the calcein intensity profile of
y (empty zones where no cells were spotted), and normalized by the intensity of L1. (E)
6 in PET-based mesh and paper-based supports. (Inset) Image showing the zones of L6
.



O2the further they were from L1. To evaluate how these two factors
influence the distribution of cells in CiGiM, we stacked sheets of the
mesh containing Matrigel that were devoid of cells, except for in a
single layer. We seeded respectively, cells in L2, L3, and L4 while
always keeping L1 devoid of cells (Fig. 5). Fig. 5B and C show that
the cells seeded in deeper layers proliferated above the initial
seeding density, which suggested that they received adequate O2
and nutrients when there were no cells in L1. These experiments
showed clearly that the consumption of O2 by cells in L1 in con-
ventional CiGiM constructs, accounted for themost of the depletion
in nutrients, and hence cell death, in the lower layers. These ex-
periments also revealed, however, that cells migrated toward the
upper layers, despite the fact that there were no cells in L1; this
migration indicates that there was a gradient in the availability of
nutrients due to the distance between the cell-containing layers
and the nutrient-rich media. The further the cells were from the
oxygenated medium, the greater the cells migrated to the upper
layers; this observation is consistent with our earlier observation

that cells migrate preferentially to nutrient-rich and O2-rich
regions.

3.11. Use of CiGiM in biological studies dependent on oxygen levels

Our results suggest the potential of CiGiM as a system in bio-
logical studies influenced by oxygen levels. We cultured epithelial
A549 cells in CiGiM constructs and found that the cells, which were
initially all epithelial (determined by confocal microscopy of A549
cells labeled with anti-E-cadherin antibodies) transitioned to a
mesenchymal phenotype (determined by confocal microscopy of
A549 cells labeled with labeled anti-Vimentin antibodies) in the
lower layers of the constructs (Fig S-12). These results show that
CiGiM can be used to visualize A549 non-small lung cancer cells
transition from an epithelial to mesenchymal phenotype when
exposed to low oxygen tensions [42]. These experiments also
demonstrate that biological stratification and differentiation due to
nutrient limitations can be studied using our system.
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Fig. 4. (A) Confocal fluorescence images of MDA-MB-231-GFP cells showing the change of cell morphology (from spindle-shaped to round as cells were depleted of oxygen in the
stacked culture (i.e., from L1 to L9). The control contained the same initial concentration of cells but cultured as a single layer for 9 days. (B) Enlarged images of the samples from the
different layers to view cells at higher resolutions. Green fluorescence arises from the GFP expressed by the MDA-MB-231 cells and blue fluorescence arises from the binding of DAPI
(4, 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) to nucleic acids in the cells. (C) Histogram showing the average number of viable cells found in the zones of CiGiM from L1 to L9. Standard
deviations were calculated based on nine replicates (n ¼ 9). Dotted line represents the initial density for each zone (120,000 MDA-MD-231-GFP cells/zone).
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Fig. 5. Invasion set-up for MDA-MB-231 cells using multi-zone, polymer-based system. (A) Scheme for the invasion set-up. Sheets of the multi-zone mesh sheets were stacked such
that only one layer contained the cells (“cell-containing layers”), while the rest of the layers only contained Matrigel (“gel-only layers”). In layers which contain cells, we seeded a
suspension of MDA-MB-231 cells in Matrigel with an initial seeding concentration is 120,000 cells/zone. The layers were stacked on top of a cellulose acetate, and cultured for 7 days
prior to analysis. (B) Scanned images of calcein-stained zones of CiGiM from L1 to L4 after 7 days of culture and de-stacking. (C) Histogram showing the number of viable cells
present in each layer after 7 days of culture as a stack. Standard deviations were calculated based on three replicates (n ¼ 3). The black box represents the number of cells initially
seeded in the “cell-containing layer” at the start of the experiment.
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4. Conclusion

This paper describes a new method to pattern hydrophobic
barriers by hot pressing a paraffin-based decal onto a hydrophilic
polymeric mesh. This approach eliminates the lateral diffusion of
O2 from the sides of the stacked 3D constructs that previously
complicated the interpretation of analogous experiments using
other designs and procedures [29,30]. Since cells in mesh-based
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supports can be visualized directly with a light microscope,
colorimetric stains can be used to stain the ECM (i.e., by immu-
nostaining laminin) and the cells (e.g., Trypan Blue to stain dead
cells; hemotoxylin and eosin to stain nuclei and cytoplasm).
Simple experiments on 3D cultures can therefore be conducted
even if a fluorescence gel scanner or a fluorescence microscope is
unavailable. CiGiM is probably suited for time-lapse tissue culture
experiments, since cells can be viewed progressively without
fixation and staining. We believe that CiGiM will provide life and
biomedical scientists a useful new platform for in vitro tissue
models and cell-based assays. Since the polymer mesh sheets that
support 3D culture can be stacked and peeled apart, this platform
can be assembled and analyzed reliably and simply. CiGiM, for
example, seems very well adapted for screening drug candidates
for chemotherapeutic agents, or for evaluating the efficacy of
drugs on tumor cells with different levels of hypoxia. We antici-
pate that multi-zone mesh sheets makes it possible to isolate
cancer cells cultured in hypoxic regions (i.e., from bottom layers of
the stack); these hypoxic cancer cells are hypothesized to exhibit
stem cell-like properties and are more resistant to chemothera-
peutic drugs than cells cultured in normoxic conditions [18]. In
intact tumors, these cells are believed to reside on the core of
malignant tumors, and CiGiM may serve as an in vitro tumor
model to determine whether candidate drugs can kill these
resistant cells.
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